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MultiQ Medical certification
MultiQ delivered their first screens for healthcare 
1998. Since then we have gained the trust to install 
our products in a number of hospitals, clinics and 
dentists. Thanks to a close cooperation with our 
customers, we have also had the opportunity to 
develop a product range specifically for health care 
needs. We have among other things learned that 
health, robustness and flexibility are key terms for 
our customers. This has been the main focus during 
the development of our screens. 

MultiQs MultiQ 212, 215 and 219 screens may be ordered with 
optional certification as EN60601, which is an international 
standard for medical equipment published by the International 

Electrotechnical Commission (IEC). All hospital equipment must 
meet the requirements for Medical Electrical Safety Standards 
(IEC 60601-1/EN 60601-1) and Medical ECM Standards 
(IEC 60601-1-2, EN 60601-1-2) for medical monitors.

MultiQ have combined many years of experience of retail, 
public environments and demands from our customers. The 
result is a monitor that answers very well to the challenges 
of public environments. MultiQ 212, 215 and 219 screens 
are designed for 24/7 service (24 hours a day, 7 days 
a week) and is suitable for public environments with its 
metal housing and glass shield to protect the sensitive 
screen. The monitors are prepared for Kensington lock 
and can be mounted onto the surface when using stand.  
You can easy hide the cables through the stand and, for 
example, down under the table.
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